The role of frontal cortex-reticular interactions in performance and extinction of the classically conditioned nictitating membrane response in the rabbit.
In order to investigate the behavioral role of interactions between frontal cortex and reticular nuclei, we examined the effects of single and combined lesions of these structures on the classically conditioned nictitating membrane response (NMR) of rabbits. Lesions of frontal cortex decreased latencies of the conditioned NMRs in reacquisition and retarded extinction of the conditioned response. Lesions of nucleus reticularis pontis oralis (NRPO) produced similar effects. In contrast, lesions of nucleus reticularis tegmenti (NRT) increased NMR latencies during reacquisition. The opposite effects of frontal cortex and NRT lesions were abolished when the two lesions were combined, indicating that the two lesion effects summed. In contrast, the deficits due to frontal and NRPO lesions did not sum; combined frontal-NRPO lesions produced deficits very similar in magnitude and time course to those of the NRPO lesions alone. These findings suggest that frontal cortex may exert its inhibitory effects on behavior not by directly interacting with NRT, but by facilitating NRPO, which in turn may inhibit the nucleus of the VIth nerve, the final common pathway to the NMR. NRT may facilitate the motor pathway by modulating the inhibitory effect of NRPO on the VIth nerve nucleus.